
Guidance for using the Range tool for Article 17 reporting 
 
The following note describes the procedure for using the Range Tool to create a range grid  
based on a species or habitat distribution. The resulting output is not an essential part of the 
Member States final data upload to CDR, however the range value is a requirement for the 
reporting format: field 5.1 for the species report and field 4.1 for habitats report.  The 
recommended parameters to be used during this process are outlined in the Explanatory 
Notes and Guidelines for the period 2013-2018 (DG Env, 2017). 
 
The range tool is accessed at: 
http://discomap.eea.europa.eu/App/RangeTool/ (for the 10x10 km grid) 
http://discomap.eea.europa.eu/App/RangeToolEurope  (for the 1x1 km grid) 
 
To create an Eionet account please contact: 
helpdesk@eionet.europa.eu 

 
 
Procedure (10x10 grid): 
 
1) Login with an EIONET user account 
 

 
 
 
2) Upload the zipped shapefile. Ensure that it contains all files associated with the shp. 
 

 
 
 
 

http://discomap.eea.europa.eu/App/RangeTool/
http://discomap.eea.europa.eu/App/RangeToolEurope


 
 
 
3) Choose the relevant transformation parameters. Refer to the reporting guidelines for the 
appropriate parameters to use for either species or habitats distribution. The chosen gap distance 
needs to be increased by 1 grid cell as the gap is calculated from the cell center and not the cell edge 
(below is a gap distance of 4). The code field (habitats or species) is selected by default. 
 

 
 
4) Submit job. At this point the process can be left to run in the background even if leaving the page. 
The length of time depends on the FME server. The clock icon below means the job is queued.  
 

 
 
  
5) Download file. It may be necessary to click ‘Refresh’ to see if the process has been completed. The 
download (1 below) will be a zipped file containing a range shp and two text files (full and filtered) 
with the range area per habitat code per biogeographic/marine region in km2 (example below).  



Files can also be deleted from the tool (2 below).  
 

 
 
The resulting attribute table will contain information the presence (100) or absence (0) of the feature 
in a grid and also the grids recommended for deletion based on the criteria listed in ‘To note’ below. 
 

 
 
The .csv labelled ‘full’ contains the area of all range grids calculated per habitat/species code. The 
.csv labelled ‘filtered’ contains the range area minus the area of the grids recommended for deletion. 
 

 
 
Where a habitat/species code is not recognized in the country or region within the country, this will 
be denoted by ‘-‘ in the ‘full’ .csv file, and will not be present in the ‘filtered’ .csv file. 
 

 
 
 
A more detailed range tool description is available in the draft ‘Reporting tool guidelines for the 
delivery of Article 12 and 17 data’. (http://cdr.eionet.europa.eu/help/habitats_art17/) 

 
 
To note: 
 
The tool identifies the following unsuitable areas that should be excluded from the 
calculated range: 
-marine areas automatically included in the range of terrestrial features (REGION_CHK);  
-terrestrial areas automatically included in the range of marine features (REGION_CHK); 
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-areas identified by the in the adjacent biogeographical or marine regions for which the 
feature is not noted on the checklist (REGION_CHK) 
 
Additionally, the 1 km range tool may display “no_info” in the REGION_CHK and the 
CNTRY_CHK columns. These are cells where the tool is unable to assign suitability for 
inclusion in the range calculation, mainly due to complex coastlines or borders. The user 
should pay close attention to these grids and either keep or remove from their final range 
calculation.  
 
The tool does not automatically remove any cells from the shape file but identifies cells for 
removal by the user based on the above criteria. Any other modifications of the file will 
require the user to recalculate the range values (km2). 
 
Where a grid crosses a country boundary and multiple biogeographic regions, the regions 
identified within the cell will all be counted towards the range calculation even if the 
biogeographic region overlapping the cell occurs in the neighbouring country. The tool is not 
able to identify this as a potential grid for deletion from the range. 
 
 

Other information: 
 

DG Environment. 2017. Reporting under Article 17 of the Habitats Directive: Explanatory 
notes and guidelines for the period 2013-2018. Brussels. Pp 188 
(http://cdr.eionet.europa.eu/help/habitats_art17/) 


